
TAX ENHANCEMENT, A VALID EXERCISE OF POWER BY THE EXECUTIVE? 

Separation of powers is a model of democracy that involves separation of political power between the government’s 
three branches – the executive, legislature and the judiciary. The doctrine of separation of powers rests upon the 
recognition of the universal truth that the concentration of absolute power in one man or one body inevitably leads to 
exploitation and tyranny. However in a democratic state for these institutions to co-exist and perform their functions 
properly, overlapping of powers is inevitable. One such example is that of a delegated legislation which prescribes 
the executive to enact and implement the policies of the legislature but within the limits prescribed by the legislature 
itself. The issue at hand is that whether the exercise of this power by the executive to enhance the rating area for the 
purpose of taxation is valid or not. 

Before moving further, a bare perusal of the section 179-A (5-A) of the Punjab Local Government Ordinance 
2001 would make it abundantly clear that the legislature has empowered the local Government (administrators in our 

case) to extend the limits of a particular rating area, since the distinction between the urban and rural areas was 
abolished into a single unit known as the rating areas. So by virtue of the powers provided by the legislature itself, the 
executive has only used its legal right of enhancing the area for the purpose of taxation. 

But for the sake of argument, even if this is considered as levying of a new tax and we admit that the executive is in 
essence levying a new tax on public even then there are certain functions which the Legislature has neither time nor 
the required detail information, or even the mobility to deal in detail with innumerable problems arising time and 
again. In certain matters, they can only lay down the policy guidelines in as clear a manner as possible which cannot 
be termed as performing an “essential function” of the legislature. Hence, both the institutions of the state have to 
work together to perform certain functions provided that the executive body follows the guidelines prescribed to them 
by the legislature. This means that in either case i.e. enhancing a rating area or levying a new tax, the executive was 
legally and rightfully so empowered by the legislature to perform its own functions. The same can be deduced from 
the following case law of Indian and Pakistani jurisdictions. 

Pakistani case law: 
2005 S C M R 186: 

"Where a Court is required to determine whether a piece of delegated legislation is bad on the ground of arbitrary and 
excessive delegation, the Court must bear in mind the following well-settled principles: 

 

(1)        The essential legislative function consists of the determination of the legislative policy and its 
formulation as a binding rule of conduct and this cannot be delegated by the Legislature. 

 

(2)        The legislature must retain in its own hands the essential legislative functions and what can be 
delegated is the task of subordinate legislation necessary for implementing the purposes and objects of the 
Act. 

 

(3)        Where the legislative policy is enunciated with sufficient clearness or a standard is laid down, the 
Courts should not interfere. 

 

(4)        What guidance should be given and to what extent and whether guidance has been given in a 
particular case at all depends on a consideration of the provisions of a particular Act with which the Court 
has to deal, including its Preamble. 

 



(5)        The nature of the body to which delegation is made is also a guidance in the matter of 
delegation.           

            

(6)        What form the guidance should take, will depend upon the circumstances of each statute under 
consideration, and cannot be stated in general terms. In some cases guidance in broad general terms may 
beenough, in other cases more detailed guidance may be necessary." Organ on (India), Ltd. v. Collector of 
Excise, Mandsaur 1977 MPLJ 118-b(DB) [paragraph 38] 

 

2013 S C M R 642: 

The "rules" and "regulations" framed under any Act are meant to regulate and limit the statutory authority. All 
statutory authorities or bodies derive their powers from statutes which create them and from the rules or regulations 
framed thereunder. Any order passed or action taken which is in derogation or in excess of their powers can be 
assailed as ultra vires. Rules and regulations being forms of subordinate legislation do not have substantial difference 
as power to frame them is rooted in the statute. Statutory bodies are invariably authorized under the Act to make or 
adopt rules and regulations not inconsistent with the Act, with respect to such matters which fall within their lawful 
domain to carry out the purposes of the Act. This rule making power of such bodies, called 'delegated legislation' has 
assumed importance in the contemporary age. "The justification for delegated legislation is threefold. First, 
there is pressure on parliamentary time. Second, the technicality of subject matter necessitates prior 
consultation and expert advice on interests concerned. Third, the need for flexibility is established because it 
is not possible to foresee every administrative difficulty that may arise to make adjustment that may be 
called for after the statute has begun to operate. Delegated legislation fills those needs."[paragrapgh 16] 

These landmark cases lay down the provisions for valid delegation of legislative powers to a subordinate body. In 
respect of the facts of our present case, these provisions have been adequately taken into account and therefore 
leave no room for doubt. 

This was niterated in  the case of P L D 2011 Peshawar 120: Where it was categorically stated by the honorable 
judges of Peshawar high court while sitting in a division bench, that “as far as levying duties through "delegated 
legislation", it is by now settled law that the same is not ultra vires. What is to be considered is that the 
authority of delegating the said power to levy the duty has to be clear, unambiguous and precisely rendered 
to a particular authority”. [paragraph 10] 

 The same kind of reasoning have been relied on and implemented by the judges of senior judiciary in our 
neighboring jurisdiction. 

Indian case law: 

 
Corporation Of Calcutta And ... vs Liberty Cinema on 14 December, 1964 [1965 AIR 1107, 1965 SCR (2) 477]: 

(1) In a governing system essential legislative functions cannot be delegated but where the law lays down 
the principles and affords guidance to the sub- ordinate law making authority details may be left for being 
filled up by the executive or by other authorities vested with quasi legislative power, (2) The power to fix a rate 

of tax is an essential legislative function and therefore unless the subordinate lawmaking authority is afforded 
guidance by the policies being formulated, principles enunciated and standards laid down by the legislation will suffer 
from the vice of excessive delegation and would be void as arbitrary or unconstitutional. 
 
 
Moreover the honorable judges of the Apex court relied on the following principles being laid down in the subsequent 
case law: 



RajnarainHYPERLINK "http://indiankanoon.org/doc/1501218/" Singh v.HYPERLINK 
"http://indiankanoon.org/doc/1501218/" The Chairman, Patna Administration Committee, HYPERLINK 
"http://indiankanoon.org/doc/1501218/"Patna[1955 (1) S.C.R 290]: 

"In our opinion, the majority view was that an executive authority can be authorized to modify either existing 
or future laws but not any essential feature. And what constitutes an essential feature would be for example 
‘a change of policy’." On this basis the rate of a tax is not an essential feature of legislation and the power to 
fix it was properly delegated in this case to a corporation.  Moreover the contention of the Corporation that fixation 

of rates is not an essential part of legislation would seem to be supported by several judgments of this Court. 
 

According to PanditBenarsi Das Bhanot v. The State of Madhya Pradesh [1959 S.C.R 427]: 

VenkataramaAiyar J. delivering the judgment of the majority of the Court sitting in a Constitution Bench, rejected this 
contention and after having read what we have earlier set out from the judgment of Bose J. in Rajnarain Singh's 
case(1), observed at p. 435: "On these observations, the point for determination is whether the impugned notification 
relates to what may be said to be an essential feature of the law, and whether it involves any change of policy. 
Now, the authorities are clear that it is not unconstitutional for the legislature to leave it to the executive to 
determine details relating to the working of taxation laws, such as the selection of persons on whom the tax 
is to be laid, the rates at which it is to be charged in respect of different classes of goods, and the like." The 
Act was a statute imposing taxes for revenue purposes.This case would appear to be express authority for 
the proposition that fixation of rates of taxes may be legitimately left by a statute to a non-legislative 
authority, for we see no distinction in principle between delegation of power to fix rates simpliciter; if power to fix 

rates in some cases can be delegated then equally the power to fix rates generally can be delegated. 

Furthermore the PanditBanarsiDas's case was not concerned with fixation of rates of taxes; it was a case where the 
question was on what subject matter, and therefore on what persons, the tax could be imposed. Between the two we 
are unable to distinguish in principle, as to which is of the essence of legislation; if the power to decide who is to pay 
the tax is not an essential part of legislation, neither would the power to decide the rate of tax be so... 

VenkataramaAiyar J. referred to previous precedors to support his stance. The first case relied upon by him 
was Powell v. Appollo Candle Co. Ltd [10.A.C 282]. That case upheld the validity of a statute passed by the 

legislature of New South Wales which conferred power on the Governor of that Province to impose duty on certain 
articles in the circumstances prescribed. The Governor under this power imposed the tax and this was challenged. 
The Judicial Committee rejected the contention that the tax had not been, imposed by the Legislature which alone 
could do it in the view that "the duties levied under the Order in Council are really levied by the authority of the Act" 
see p. 291. Here, therefore, a power conferred on the Governor by the Legislature to levy a tax was upheld. It 
would follow that a power conferred to fix rates of taxes has equally to be upheld. The next case was Syed 
Mohamed v. State of Madras [1952 (3) S.T.C 367]. There a power to an authority to determine who shall pay 
the tax was upheld. On the same principle a power to determine at what rate he will have to pay the tax has to 
be upheld. The last case was Hampton Jr. & Co. v. United States [1927 72 L.ed.624], in which the power 

conferred by a statute on the President to make an increase or decrease in the rate of customs duty was 
upheld...This therefore is clear authority that the fixing of rates may be left to a non- legislative body. 

However when the power to fix rates of taxes is left to another body, the legislature must provide guidance for such 
fixation. The question then is, was such guidance provided in the Act…It seems to us that there are various decisions 
of this Court which support the proposition that for a statutory provision for raising revenue for the purposes of the 
delegate, as the section now under consideration is, the needs of the taxing body for carrying out its functions under 
the statute for which alone the taxing power was conferred on it, may afford sufficient guidance to make the power to 
fix the rate of tax valid… 

The portions in the judgment in Bhana Mal GulzariMal's case quoted in the preceding paragraph will show that 
the validity of the guidance required to make delegation of power good cannot be judged by a stereotyped 
rule.. 

…The guidance furnished will be good if it leads to the achievement of the object of the statute which delegated the 
power. The validity of the power to fix rates of taxes delegated to the Corporation by s. 548 of the Act must be judged 
by the same standard. Now there is no dispute that all taxes, including the one under this section, can be collected 
and used by the Corporation only for discharging its functions under the Act. The Corporation, subject to certain 
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controls with which we are not concerned, is an autonomous body. It has to perform various statutory functions. It is 
often given power to decide when and in what manner the functions are to be performed. For all this it needs money 
and its needs will vary from time to time with the prevailing exigencies. Its power to collect tax, however, is 
necessarily limited by the expenses required to discharge those functions. It has, therefore, where rates have not 
been specified in the statute, to fix such rates as may be necessary to meet its needs. That, we think, would be 
sufficient guidance to make the exercise of its power to fix the rates valid...We think the Act in the present case 
impliedly provides the same guidance see s. 127 (3) & (4). It would be impracticable to insist on a more rigid 
guidance. In the case of a self-governing body with taxing powers, a large amount of flexibility in the 
guidance to be provided for the exercise of that power must exist. It is hardly necessary to point out that, as in 

the cases under Essential Supplies (Temporary Powers) Act, 1946, so in the case of a big municipality like that of 
Calcutta, its needs would depend on various and changing circumstances. There are epidemics, influx of refugees, 
labour strikes, new amenities to be provided, for such as hospitals, schools and various other such things may be 
mentioned which make it necessary for a colossal Municipal Corporation like that of Calcutta to have a large amount 
of flexibility in its taxing powers. These considerations lead us to the view that s. 548 is valid legislation. There is 
sufficient guidance in the Act as to how the rate of the levy is to be fixed… 

Itc Ltd. vs State Of Assam And Ors.on 17 November, 2006 
 (2007) 9 VST 250 Gauhati 

…it is not unconstitutional for the Legislature to leave it to the executive to determine the details relating to 
the working of a taxing statute, such as, selection of persons on whom to impose tax, rates at which it is to 
be charged, etc. Such a liberty is given to the Legislature, because, the Legislature often finds it convenient 
and necessary to delegate subsidiary and auxiliary power to the delegatee to carry out the policy laid down 
by the legislation as a part of the administrative law. The Legislature must, however, in such a case, lay down 
the legislative policy and principles so as to afford the executive necessary guidelines enabling it to 
implement the policy. (paragraph 30) 

 In Avinder Singh v. State of Punjab , the Supreme Court laid down the tests for valid delegation of legislative 

power. These tests are: 

1. That Legislature cannot efface itself; 

2. It cannot delegate the plenary or the essential legislative function; 

3. Even if there be delegation, Parliamentary control over delegated legislation should be a living continuity 
as a constitutional necessity. 

It was further observed, in Avinder Singh v. State of Punjab (supra), thus: 

While what constitutes an essential feature cannot be delineated in detail it certainly cannot include a change of 
policy. The Legislature is the master of legislative policy and if the delegated is free to switch policy it may be 
usurpation of legislative power itself. (paragraph 31) 

From Avindar Singh (supra), it also becomes crystal clear that the Legislature cannot leave the executive with the 
choice of changing policy, for the Legislature must remain the master of the legislative policy. If, in a given case, a 
delegatee is given the freedom to switch or amend the policy, it will amount to usurpation of legislative power by the 
delegatee. The essential legislative function consists of determination of legislative policy and the Legislature cannot 
abdicate such essential legislative function in favour of another. To put it differently, while the power to make 
subsidiary legislation may be entrusted by the Legislature to another body of its choice, the Legislature must, 
before delegating the power, lay down policy and the principles for guidance of the delegatee in order to 
enable the delegatee to implement the legislation. The effect of such a delegation of power is that the delegatee 

has to work within the ambit of the guidelines and the policy, which the Legislature may have enunciated in the 
legislation concerned. Concluded, therefore, the Supreme Court, in Agricultural Market Committee v. Shalimar 
Chemical Works Ltd. (supra), as under: 

The principle, which therefore, emerges out, is that the essential legislative function consists of the determination of 
the legislative policy and legislature cannot abdicate essential legislative function in favour of another. Power to make 
subsidiary legislation may be entrusted by the Legislature to another body of its choice, but the Legislature should 
before delegating enunciate expressly or by implication, the policy and the principles for guidance of the delegates. 
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These principles also apply to taxing statutes. The effect of these principles is that the delegatee which has been 
authorized to make subsidiary rules and regulations has to work within the scope of the Act or the policy laid 
down there under. It cannot in the grab of making rules, legislate on the field covered by the Act and has to 
restrict itself to the mode of implementation of the policy and purpose of the Act.(paragraph 32) 

35. In fact, as correctly contended by Mr. Shanti Bhusan, the decision in SitaramBishambherDayal (supra) supports 
the case of the petitioners inasmuch as the Supreme Court, in SitaramBishambherDayal (supra), has held as follows: 

It is true that the power to fix a rate of tax is a legislative power, but if a Legislature lays down the legislative 
policy and provides the necessary guidelines, this power can be delegated to the Executive. Though a tax is 
levied primarily for the purpose of gathering revenue, in selecting the objects to be taxed and in determining 
the rate of tax, various economic and social aspects, such as the availability of goods, administrative 
convenience, the extent of evasion, the impact of tax levied on the various section of the society etc., have to 
be considered. It can be used to achieve the economic and social goods of the State. For that reason, the 
power to tax must be flexible power. It must be capable of being modulated to meet the exigencies of the situation. 

 
In a Cabinet form of Government, the Executive is expected to reflect the views of the Legislature. In fact, in most 
matters it gives lead to the Legislature. Present position as regard the delegation of legislative power may not be 
ideal, but in absence of any better alternative there is no escape from it. 

In our present case it needs to be highlighted that the tax is not being levied as a new tax but as an extension of the 
already existing one. Therefore it does not fall within the ambit of policy making or performing the essential functions 
of the legislature hence cannot be declared void. Even if this point was accepted, the power to impose new taxes 
never the less was provided by the statute itself under the section 179-A of LGO 2001. 

In summotion, it can be said that the power to impose tax will be valid as long as the requisite guidelines having been 
provided in the statute are being fully followed. In the current situation these guidelines have been mentioned in the 
impugned notifications and as well as in the Punjab Local Govt. Taxation Rules (2001), so it would be barking up 
the wrong tree to contend it to be ultra viries or against the Constitution of Pakistan 1973. 
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